Photovoltaic Power for Nanosat
Introduction
This report contains two sections. In the firs~several example photovoltaic arraysare presented which might satis~the currentand voltage requirements,were they known at the time of this writing. It contains arraysbuilt from commercially available GaAs solar cells and arrays of large silicon solar cells of triangulardesign and meant to fully cover the area of the end of a seveninch hexagon, or octagon. Since they are of a special design, they are not commercially available and will require anew m~k set for processing.
Since the curnmtholtage characteristicfor a solar arrayis nonlinear, an electronic system is required to fome the arrayto operate at the optimum load. This electronic system is called a " peak power trackerand is used to force the arrayto operate at what is called the maximum power point on the currentivoltagecharacteristic.For some systems this electronic circuit also regulates the bus voltage. Jnaddition to extractingthe maximum power available horn the PV array, this system prevents collapse of the arrayvoltage if the array"sees" an impedance thatis too small, which overloads the array. In the second section a variety of power~anagement and @stribution (PMAD) systems will be presented for larger satellites,probably none of which will be suitable for a nanosatellitebecause they are too large and the part count is too high. With one possible exception, most of these systems occupy volumes thatarea large fraction of the total satellite volume. This possible exception is a syskm thatwas flown in the late 1960s on a mission thathad some requirementssimilar to the nanosat project The operation of this system is presented in some detail because it is simple and amenable to electronic integration. Finally, an innovative voltage regulatorcircuit is presented. This system is of interestbecause it is a way to boost arrayvoltage if we get in the situationwhere we cannot put out enough solar panels to obtain the required voltage. It amounts to a situationwhere we may want to trade electronic system volume for reduced PV arrayvolume.
Photovoltaic Arrays for Nanosatellites
Lacking tiormation on specific electronic systems thatwill be included on the nanosatellite arraybeing propose~we cannot determinethe nature. of the photovoltaic arraythatwould be best be suited to the purpose. However, one can explore the mture of arraysthatwould cover a range of currentand voltage requirements. Given the small dimensions of the satellite,there will be practical limits on the size of the photovoltaic panels which can be deployed. Specifically, we want to avoid situationswhere the bus voltage and currentrequirementswill require photovoltaic arraysso large thattheirvolume is several times the volume of the satellite before deployment from the mother ship.
We will present a range of system sizes and provide a prescription for determining g the approximate size of the PV array,once the system requirementshave been determined We will not deal with the mechanical engineeringrequired to foldout multiple PV panels, as will likely be required. The appropriatetime to commence the detailed engineering design coincides with d&mnina tion of the electrical system requirements. One of the goals of the paper is to demonstratethatthe size of the PV system (number of cells) can change drasticallywith relatively small changes in system currentand voltage.
Another importantpoint is thatthe size of an arraynecessary to operate the satelliteelectronic systems in realtime will be substantiallylarger thanthe arrayrequired to replace the charge in a battery that operates low-duty cycle electronics.
Since cost will be a consideration in the find desi~one is immediately attractedto silicon cell technology as being both cheaper and more maturethan GaAs cells. However, because it will take roughly 40'%0 fewer GaAs cells than Si cells to obtain the same voltage, it may not necessarily be truethat Si is the obvious technology choice. GaAs cells have somewhat higher radiation resistancethan Si cells, and in the last decade GaAs space solar cell technology has matured substantiallywith several companies able to provide qualified space solar cells. Thus, there may be positive aspects to GaAs cell technology that outweigh theirhigher unit cost A functional block diagram of a typical satellitepower system containing control subsystems, is shown in Figure 1 . For the nanosatellite pro= the requirementsfor these subsystems are in theprocess of being determined at the writing of this document. Therefore, the scope of this discussion will be confined to a range of photovoltaic arrays,based on the sizes of the satellites. The power to operate all the control electronics systems must co]mefrom the PV array,so the lower the power consumed the better. The purpose here is to provide an estimate of the sizes and geometric arrangementsof the arraysnecessary to generate a variety of power levels (bus voltage and currentlevels).
As a first cm we will assume a hexagon shape anclan octagon shape for the satellitewhose minimum dimension is seven inches, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Simple Approach
Perhaps the simplest and least expensive approach to building suitable arraysfor the nanosatprogram is to purchase commercial, qualii%d GaAs solar cells from existing suppliers, such as Spectrolab, Inc. In this approach no attemptis made to completely cover the end of the satellitewith photon absorbing PV cells. We simply take a rectangularpiece of plastic whose width is equal to the length of the side of the hexagon and whose length is seven inches. and fill it with 2 cm x 2 cm solar cells. Such an arrangementis-shown in Figure 3 . The outer (blue) rectangle representsthe thin sheet of plastic, containing metallizationfor power and ground, plus metal pads (white squares) to mount the cells on. If we wire the seven cells in a column in series, the photovoltages add giving about 7 volts for GaAs and about 4 volts for Si cells. To do this, we need to fix a conducting path from the bus baron top of one cell to the metal pad where the adjacent cell is mounted. The approach to mounting the cells on the contact pads will depend on the thermal characteristicsof the thinplastic. It maybe thatthe cells will have to be mounted using a conductive adhesive.
If we use 30 mA/cm2 for the short circuit currentdensity generatedby "tie AMO space spectrum, then the currentin one column of cells would be roughly 120 mA. The AMO curcentdensity maybe as much as 34 mA/cm2 for Si [1] , and 32 mA/cm2 for GaAs [2], so our currentestimate will be a lower limit. For the panel in Figure 3 , if we wire all four columns in parallel, the currentgeneratedis then 0.48 Amps at 7 volts, or 4 volts for Si cells.
. . In Figure 5 we show a schematic diagram of the unit arraysspanning the distance from flat side o to flat side across the hexagon shaped end of the satellite and how they would look after being folded out. Whether the unit arraysare face up or face down depends on the mechanism of foldout. If the folding out is anchored from each flat side, the unit arrayswould have to be face . donot as shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 . Unit panels covering the end of the satellite and foldout.
If all panels are connected in paralle~the system would generate 4.3 amps at 7 volts using GaAs solar cells.
We should also examine the possibility of just covering the whole satellite surface with PV panels. If enough currentcan be obtaine~this might obviate the need to fold out panels, as in Fig. 5 . Suppose the satelliteis seven inches long. The panels of Fig. 3 are designed to fit across the seven-inch dimension of the end of tie satellite, so one of these panels will exactly fit on each facet of the hexagonal volume. Further,to cover the lateral surface area of hexagonal volume, only six panels areneede& whereas Fig. 5 contains nine. The short circuit currentfrom normal AMO illumination for one of these panels is expected to be about a half an amp. The problem is immediately obvious, if one panel is under normal illumination, the othertwo on the same side are under oblique illumination, and the panels on tie opposite side are in the dark. In this orientationit would be surprising i.fthe currenteven approached one amp, instead of the 4.3 amps expected from the normal incidence of Fig. 5 . The worst case orientationis where the sun's rays are parallel to a line joining two vertices of the hexagon. Here, two panels are in the dark two panels are receiving only grazing incidence photons, and two are receiving photon flux at an angle of incidence of 30°(with the normal to the facet). It is well known that the short circuit currentis a function of the angle of incidence. Thus, we would not want to use this array configuration unless the PV arrayrequirementswere such that only small currentswere needed to makeup for low duty cycle drain on the batteries. These same argumentshold for octagon geometry also, and the effect is larger for octagons thanfor hexagons.
Hexagon Arrays
If the shape of the"nanosatelliteis hexagona~more efficient use of the space available would be to make the cells triangular. A regularhexagon can be formed out of six equilateraltriangles. Thus, ahnost all the available area on the end of the satellite could be covered with photon absorbing cells. There would be essentiallyno unused space. The intenthere would be to minimize the number of arrayunits in the stack thathave to be folded ou~which saves weight. Thus, for both the hexagon and octagon geometries, we will make the calculations wing triangularPV cells. The next task is to estimatethe short circuit currentwhich could be expected from a unit array. This is obviously a junction-area dependent quantity,whereas the open circuit voltage is no~as long as the area is large enough to generatesufficient light generated current. For thejunction areaswe are considering here, the areas are large enough that low currentwill not decrease the open circuit voltage. Since we are only trying to roughly estimatethe sizes of PV converter area necessary to operate various satellite systems, we will adopt the AMO short circuit current densi~value of 30 W cm2 used above. Since all the electrical systems have not been defme& we can make a more refined calculation later. Figure 6 shows the equilateraltriangle of the hexagon structurecalculation. The larger triangle (light yellow) representsa metallizationpad and the blue trianglerepresentsthe solar cell mounted on it. It has been assumed thatthe cell lies 1 mm inside the metal pad. This cuts exactly 4 mm, or 0.16 @ off the length of the triangle side. The area of the large triangle is thus 7.07 irL2( 45.6 cm2) and the area of the cell is 6.52 irL2(42.05 cm2), ahnost 8'%0less. Then the short circuit currentwould be 30 mA/cm2 x 42.05 cm2 = 1.26 amps. Note thatwe have not placed a currentcollecting grid on the cell. By using an experimentalnumber for the short circuit curren~the percentage shadowing by a metal grid has already been taken into account. We are assuming thatwe can duplicate the appropriategrid metallization. These are clearly large solar cells, and while it would probably be possible to fabricate a cell this large with decent yield in Si, doing so in GaAs technology is likely stretchingthe state of the art. However, because of the properties of the hexagon shape, each of the equilateraltriangles can be divided up into four smaller equilateraltriangles,which could be wired in parallel, to produce the same voltage for the unit array. The currentwould be less because of the dead space increase, but probably not more than 10% less.
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3.88 in -F igure 6. The equilateraltrianglethatmakes up a 7-inch hexagon.
Then connecting the midpoints of each large triangle generates a total of 24 triangles. These can be wired up in several configurations to produce several combinations of currentand voltage. Figure 7 shows the breakup of a 7-inch hexagon into 24 smaller triangles, each a little less than 5 cm on a side. Cells this size can probably be made from GaAs. Figure 9. Six cell series connection using the large triangularcells. "
As an example of a multiple arraywhich could be folded out once in orbit, Figure 10 is a fourunit arraywhich would generate about 5 amps at 3.6 volts if all four unitswere wired in parallel.
On the otherham$ if the end of the satelliteis required to be uncovered to be available for other fhnctions, only threeunits would be folded out. The short circuit currentwould then be about 3.7 amps atthe same 3.6 volts. If more currentwere neede& three more foldouts could be done, one for each initial unit. his would approximately double the currentto 7.4 amps.
It is being assumed that solar arrayslarge enough to operate all systems on the satellitein real time are required. However, since they will be used in conjunction with a battery,this is not necessarily the case. For example, if a thin batteryin the shape of a hexagon is placed on the end of the satellite,it could be charged by wiring all unit~"ays to it. If the time average drainfrom the battery is small compared to the currentgeneratedby the solar arrays,then we can reduce the number of unit arraysthat are folded out. wheth~this is an option cannotbe decided until the final electronic system design is obtained. Figure 10 . A four-unit arrayfolded out from a stack on the end of the satellite. The short ckcuit currentwould be about 5 amps at 3.5 volts. The center unit covers the satellite end. The satellite end could be left uncovered for other fi.mctions. The resultingthree unit arrayswould have a short circuit current of approximately 3.75 amps at the same 3.5 volts.
It should be emphasized thatthe metal grid lines in Fig. 10 are schematic only. They occupy far too much of the cell surfaces. IrL practice they will occupy only about 5 'XO of the cell surfaces. In the process of reducing the size of the pictures, all dimensions were apparentlynot decreased uniformly.
We would also point out that while the metal grid lines on individual triangularcells will probably not have to be electroplated to increase the line thickness, if the currentfrom several unit arraysis collecte~the trunkcurrentcarryingwire will have to be fairly robust so that aminimal part of the arrayvoltage is dropped in the resistance. For example, to carry a currentof 6 amps a distance of 30 cm (~1 ft) in a copper wire (resistivi~= 1.673 @2 cm), it would have to be approximately 2 mm in diameterin order for the voltage drop to be less than 10 mV. Even the bus bars that carry the currentfrom atop contact of one cell to the bottom contact of the next in Fig. 9 , will have to be thick If the length around one corner of the hexagon is 10 cm assuming the width of the conductor is 3 mm, it would have to be at least 70 jun thick to keep the voltage drop under 10 mV. Further,the wires connecting the cells to the bus bars in the series connectio~as shown in Fig. 8 , are only schematic. They will be solid bus bars soldered to the main currentcarrying bus on the cells to the bus bar off the cell. All these measures are not technologically difficult.
Octagon Geometry
If the shape of the satelliteis octagonal and we use the simple approach with rectangular unit arrays,the widih of the arrayis smallerbecause the flat side is smallerfor the octagon. Keeping the same 7-inch distance from flat side to flat side, the flat side length is 2.9 inches, or 73.6 mm. This barely leaves room for three cells across ratherthanfour for the hexagon. Using the same cell to cell spacing as Fig. 4 , the unitpanel is as shown in Fig. 11 .
.65mm = 2.90in -I Figure 11 . Unit PV panel.for the 7-inch octagon.
Under AMO illumination the currentin a single cell would be close to 120~as before, so the currentin three of these stringswired in parallel is estimated at approximately 0.36 Amp, at roughly 7 volts for GaAs cells and about 4 volts for silicon cells. An example of a foldout configuration for an octagon shaped satelliteis shown in Fig. 12 .
Figure 12. Example of a foldout configuration for the 7-inch octagonal satellite.
Since there are ten panels, at 0.36 Amp per panel, the currentfor this conllguration would be about 3.5 amps.
An alternativeconfiguration which doubles the number of panels to twenty and hence doubles tie currentto 7 Amps is shown in Figure 13 . The primary MYiculty with the foldout scheme in Fig. 13 is that of symmetry. The order of foldout is important. The first foldout from the flat sides could be done simultaneouslywith net momentum reaction near zero. The subsequent foldout of the four panels from each initialpanel would have to be done simultaneouslyalso; or it could proceed with the top"~eftand bottomkight simultaneously and proceed to the othertwo. This is clearly a more complicated configuration than in Fig. 12 . Figure 13 . Alternativefoldout configu.rationwhich doubles tie-atto7hps.
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We now proceed to design arraysthatmake more efficient use of the space on the end of the octagon shaped satellite. The approach is the same as done for the hexagon. In this case, however, the triangularcells are not equilateral. The schematic layout is as shown in Figure 14 and the calculation of cell areais shown in Figure 15 . Using the triangularsolar cell area of 25 cm2 shown in Fig. 15 and the AMO spectrum short ckcuit currentdensity of 30 mA/cm2, the currentfor the series connection in Fig. 14 multiplies out to 0.75 Amp. As before, in the case of the hexagon arrays,the currentis increased by exposing more areato the uniform photon flux. This is done by stackingthe unit arraysand folding them out. An example of a five-unit foldout is shown in Fig. 16 . Connecting all five in parallel would increase the currentto 3.75 Amps at 8 volts using GaAs cells andjust under 5 volts using Si cells. 
General Approach to System Definition
The following discussion is a general approach to determining g the natureof a photovoltaic system, given the electrical requirements.These system requirementshave not been defined for the nanosatelliteproject so we need a prescription for sizing the system.
The example we will use is a 10 vol~10 amp systeq and we will determinethe size required to operate it in real time. The approach is to diyide the system currentby the AMO short circuit currentdensity, 30 mA/cm2, to obtain the area of a single junction which till generate the 10 amps. This works out to 333 cm2. In principle, we need 10 of thesejunctions in series to generate the required voltage. However, a single junction of this area is outside the GaAs fabrication state of the art. If this were a square cell, it would be 18.3 cm on a side. The device yield on fabrication of a GaAs cell of this size would be vanishingly small, so we have to replace each cell of area 333 cm2 by the appropriatenumber of cells in parallel connection. If the system is to be made up of GaAs cells, a popular size thatis commercially available is 2 cm x 2 cm, or 4 cm2. Dividing this into the 333 cm2 gives 83.25, or 84, so replacing each of the 333 cm2 cells in the series connection by a parallel connection of 84 smaller (4 cm2) cells will produce the correct currentand voltage. It is more convenien~and equivalen~to form the series connection of 10 of the 4 cm2 cells and then parallel connect 84 of these. The arrayis shown in Fig. 17 . It is importantto note thatthe length of this arrayis 10 cells long because we need 10 volts and the wid~in number of strings,is dependent on the size of cell available. For example, if we were to have available 2 cm x 4 cnq or 8 cm2 GaAs cells (and tky are available), then the width of the arraywould be 42 instead of 84. If we were to fabricate the arrayout of 2 cm x 2 cm Si cells, the width of the arraywould stillbe 84 (if 30 mA/cm2 is the AMO currentdensity) but the length of the arraywould be 17 cells instead of 10.
We can generalize what hasjust been done by plotting the single junction area againstthe system current. Figure 18 shows three such plots, one for each AMO currentdensity shown. These are very simple plots, made by drawing a line from the origin bough a single point, determinedby dividing a given system currentby an AMO currentdensity. Their value lies in being able to see graphically that, say a 12-amp system is going to require ajunction area of 400 cm2. We can then make another simple plot of the number of cells in a series stringagainstthe system voltage. This plot is trivial for GaAs cells because the open circuitvoltage is 1 volt per junction. Thus 10 volts correspond to 10 junctions, and so forth. For Si cells where we take the voltage as 0.6 volts per junction, the plot is different. The number of cells in the 10 volt stringwould read 16.66667, or 17 cells.
For high current systems the arearequiredfrom Fig. 18 will often be larger thm can be fabricated with reasonable yield. In these cases, one divides the areaby the area of cells that are available to determine the width of the array.f System Current (Amps) Figure 18 . Plot of junction area required to generatea given current.
Finally, we includea5-v0143-amp system made from Si solar cells whose AMO short circuit currentdensity is 30 mA/cm2. From Fig. 18 thejunction arearequired is 100 cm2 and Fig. 19 tells us that a minimum of 9 cells in series are needed to exceed the given system voltage. The 100 cm2 area is 10 cm x 10~or about 4 in. x 4 in., and while it might be possible to fabricate them in Si technology, it would probably be a good bit cheaper to go with 2 cm x 2 cm or 4 cm x 4 cm Si cells. If we arbitrarilypick the 4 cm2 cells, then the width of the arraywould be 25 cells across. The length would be 9 cells. Such an arrayis shown in Fig. 20 . 
Summary
With limited information on the current and voltage requirementsfor the nanosatelliteproject we have provided some possible solar power supply geometries and a general way of sizing the system. A prescription has been provided in conjunction with Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 such thatwhen cumnt and voltage requirementsbecome available, one can easily use it to determine the array of appropriate size to fit those requirements.
As was pointed out in the introductio~the PV system required to operate all electronic systems on the satellite in real time is substantiallylarger&that requiredto charge batterieswhich opemte low duty cycle electronic systems. Also, if there are control electronics, as indicated in Fig.1 , the PV system will have to have the capacity to operatethese as well.
The foldout arraysin Figures 5, 12 , and 13 are based on use of commercially available 2 cm x 2 cm GaAs solar cells available from an aerospace provider, such as Spectrolab, Inc. It is due to the dimensions chosen for the satellite thatseven of these cells in series span the dimension from flat to fl~whether hexagon or octagon. If the final system voltage is 10 volts, either smaller cells will have to be used or we will have to series connect some of the individual strings. If smaller cells are us@ more flat panels will have to be folded out to get the required current. Although we have provided systems based on triangularcell designs that efficiently use I all the area on the end of the satellite,the expense of designing and fabricating custom cells will probably be prohibitive. On the other hand if the system requirementscall for large currentsand voltages, custom cells might be required.
Finally, it should be appreciated how much the PV system design changes with system current and voltage. Comparison of Fig. 17 with Fig. 20 will show thatthe total number of cells required when the system changes from a 5-vol~3-amp system to a 1O-VO1L 10-amp system changes from 125 to 840. Thus, a precise design for a working system must await a final electronic system design.
General Considerations on Satellite Power Conditioning Systems

3.1~ower~nagement and~Mribution (PMAD) System Functions
Traditionally PMAD systems have provided the following four functions [3] .
3)
4)
Regulation of solar arraypower. This fimction ensuresproper battery charging and prevents the system load from collapsing the arrayvoltage. First the battery charge currentneeds to be regulated duringinsolation. If this charge currentis too sm~the system drainsthe battery and the electrical systemjust stops working before the end of the deiined mission. If the charge currentis too hiĩ t overheats the battery, reducing the Metime. An outputvoltage limit is also required to prevent battery over-voltage damage.
The bus voltage can be regulatedby the battery(the simplest voltage regulator). Historically, bus voltages have been 28 volts, and small de-de convertershave been used to produce lower usable voltages. The de-de converters typically have a wide range of input operatingvoltage. This inputvoltage range needs to be within the batte~voltage range from fidl charge to minimum depth of discharge, otherwise battery voltage regulation will be required.Finally, as discussed fbrther below, some kind of peak power trackingwill be required because overloading the arraywill collapse the outputvoltage. In order to insure stable array operatio~its operating point must be at or on the high voltage side of the maximum power point.
Provide load fault protection. It is essentialfor the PMAD systeni to be able to detect and isolate load faults, even if the complexity of the method is liinited to installing ties in front of the various loads. Currentlimiting switches could also be used for this fimction.
Housekeeping power for the PMAD hardware. The PM.AD power must come from the solar array. Also, the PMAD system must be designed to startup fkom batxy power after launch or directly from solar power in case the battery system .
Communication of PMAD healthto the spacecraft. In order for new operating parametersto be utilize~the PMAD system must communicate the changed system condition to tie spacecraft processor Button [3] reports an arrayregdator utilking an irmovativeseries-connected boost unit which looks promising from a low part count standpoint. This regulatoris discussed more fidly below.
The above PMAD requirementsappearto be for satelliteslargerthan a nanosatellite. How much of the foregoing will be require~or is even possible for our project remains to be seen. In light of the importance of PMAD systems to satelliteoperatio~it appears thatthis is an areaof investigation of equal importance or more importantthanmerely assembling solar panels. As shown in the previous sections of this repo~calculation of approximate values of arrayopen circuit voltage and short circuit currentis easy given the known short circuit currentdensity generated by the AMO solar spectrum. As discussed in the next sectio~historically PMAD has been a large fraction of power, mass and volume of the satellite. The key question is, "Can we build a functional PMAD system with a small enough part count and low enough power demand so thatwhen we add PMAD power demand to the electronic systems power dernan~the required PV array is reasombly compac~and not something thatis far largerthan the volume of the satellite itself?"
Requirements
In reference 4 Carrmakes the case for the reduction of power, mass and volume of the next generation of spacecra& although it is not clear thathe is discussing satellites so small as a nanosatellite. Since the date of the paper is 1995, it is not clear whether his next generation of spacecraft is a microsatellite or a nanosatellite,but it is irrelevantto the present discussion. The key to reducing the power, mass and volume is miniaturhtl "on of the PMAD system. Historically the PMAD system has been the largest consumer of power system allocations.
[4] The authorgoes on to statethatthe next generation of spacecraft will require reduction in power electronics by 65°/0,volume by 80% and part count by 90%. While NASA has supported work in this ar~through its Lewis Research Center and JetPropulsion Laboratory for at least a decade, it is not clear thatthis work has yet come up with the rniniaturhtion and electronic integration required for the nanosatproject. Much of the work in this area is listed in the references for this document. The discussion thatfollows is a short summary of present day satellite power systems engineering. It is not intendedto be exhaustive, but should suflice for our purposes.
Much of the following discussion is taken from SatelliteTechnolow and its Amd.ications, by P. IL K. Chetty [5] . A serious library search has failed to tum up anythingmore recent. The more recent referenc~~are mainly from the IEEE Power Electronics Specialists Conference (PESC), the IEEE IndustrialElectronics Conference (IECON), and the InterSocietyEnergy Conversion Engineering Conference (IECEC), all of which are in the SandiaLibrary.
Operation of satelliteelectrical systems using photovoltaic (W) arraysrequire power conditioning systems because the I-V curve for the arrayis non-linear. & schematically shown in Fig. 21 , the arraycan operate as a currentsource at the short circuit point (I .C) and as a voltage source at the open circuit point (Vm), and all loads in between are allowed. However, as discussed below, some of the loads will result in unstable operation where the arrayvoltage will collapse. For maximum power to be generated the operating point must be on the knee of the I-V curve where the product of the current and voltage is a maxim~I~P,Vg. If the load is purely resistive and equal to V&p, the operating point will be the maximum power point.. Reactive loads are dynamic. Ifa capacitor is charged directly from the array,the load look like a short circuit initially and as the charge builds up, the operatingpoint moves from& around the curve to the open circuit poin~VW. An inductive load behaves opposite: initially appearingto be an open circuit and as energy is stored in the magnetic fiel~the operatingpoint moves around to the short circuit point.
A criterionfor determining g the stability of arrayloads was published by Costogue and Lindena in 1976 [6] . The procedure is to superimpose load power vs. voltage characteristicsonto the arraypower vs. voltage characteristics. Then analyze the slopes of the two curves at the intersections. Their criterion is defined by (dPidV)Lom > (dP/dV)~Y. Although no theoreticalbasis was giveu this criterion for stability was anived at ihrough numerous measurementson "simulated solar arraysof previous Mariner power subsystems and additional experience on actual solar arraypowered spacecrall" In Fig. 21 , if one applies this criterionto the dotte~constantpower line at the intersectionswith the arraypower vs voltage curve, one finds the load slope to be zero and the arrayslope to be positive atpoint 1, indicating unstable operation. At point 2 the arrayslope is negative while the load slope is zero, a stable operation indication. Similar analysti will show that all points to the left of the maximum power point will not satisfy the stable operation criterion and all points to the right will. With peak power tracking, discussed below, the operatingpoint of the arrayis constrainedto the maximum power point and is a constantpower feature, so the above analysis applies. We have to force stable operation by being at the maximum power point or on the high voltage side of it A specific system for accomplishing this is discussed below. 
Power Conditioning and Control Systems -General
The discussion below is taken from [5] , but additional information is found in [7] , [8], and [9] . Broadly speaking, there are two types of power conditioning and control systems commonly used with satellitephotovoltaic systems [5] . They are categorized as dissipative and nondissipative Block diagrams of dissipative systems for a regulated bus and for a nonregulated"busare shown in Figure 22 . These systems are also called direct energy transfersystems.
31.
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For satellitepower dissipative systems are less than optimum because the bus voltage is fixed by controlling the currentin the shun~thus dissipatingpart of the solar array power. For the unregulatedbus (Fig. 22(b) ) the solar arrayis loaded atthe battery . charging voltage and the shuntregulator dissipates arraypower to protect the battery fi-om overcharging at the end of the charging cycle.
The advantages of a regulated bus system [5] are: 1) permits lighterload reg&tor/converter units, 2) some loads may run directly from the bus, 3) low bus impedance, and 4) solar arrayworking point is fixed. Among the disadvantagesare 1) buffering of units from the bus is limite~2) dissipation of excess power from the solar array in the shuntregulator, and 3) threetypes of converters are required. A simple implementation of a shuntregulator is shown in Figure 23 . The advantages of an unregulatedbus [5] are 1) easierto avoid a single point failure, and 2) units are bui%eredfrom noise on the bus. The disadvantagesof an unregulated bus are: 1) load regulator/converterunits are complex, 2) there is a significantweight penalty, particularlywith input filter if unit must work over a wide bus voltage range, and 3) unit switch-on surge currentsmay prevent operation of the solar arrayat the maximum power point.
In spite of the obvious drawbacks, these dissipative power systems were used because the part count was low (neglecting the increased number of solar cells required), meaning low cost and simple implementation. More modern approaches to satellitepower @stems are shown in Figure 24 . The peak power trackeris any device thatconstrainsthe operatingpoint of the solar array@ or near, the maximum power point (MPP). As showh by the list of references, there are a wide variety of methods of peak powti tracking, and the range of part count and complexity is large. Most of those listed are probably not suitable for nanosat simply because of cost and complexity (part count). However comple~all these systems accomplish the same thing. They diflkr in that some are dynamic, which mems thatthey measure some properties of the array,say cumnt and voltage, and adjust the load so the product is a maximum. Othersrequire knowing the currentkokage characteristicof the array. One then stores the currentand voltage at maximum power and uses these as reference points. Then the load is adjusted so thatthe currentor voltage closely approximatesthe reference points.
For systems employing the unregulatedbus, each load contains a regulator to level up, down or even invert the voltage. Even with a regulatedbus, some loads might require higher or lower voltage thanthe bus voltage. Thus de-de convertem are used in front of various loads. The% according to Fig. 22 and Fig. 24 , the bus can be regulated or unregulatedirrespective of whetherthe system is dissipative or non-dissipative. 
Regulators and Peak Power Tracking
Because of the low losses associated with pulse width modulated re@ators, these are usually chosen oveTlinear regulators. It is the system in Fig. 24(b) thatwould be the best if a regulated bus is required. A simplified schematic of a buck-boost type, switch mode regulator is shown in Figure 25 . The outputvoltage of switch mode power converters is controlled by the duty cycle of the switch S, in Fig. 25 . The circuit element PWM receives a signal from the voltage comparator an~depending on whetherthe output voltage is below or above V=, changes the duty cycle or on-time of switch S. For those unfamiliar with the concept of switch mode converters, theirproperties are summarized in an Appendix.
I Figure 25 . Pulse width modulated buck-boost type voltage regulator.
In Fig. 25 Vm is the solar array outputvoltage and VREF should be the maximum power point voltage at the lowest temperatureseen by the satellite. This will probably be just before emerging from eclipse. It also needs to be kept in mind thatthe power to operate this regulatormust come from the solar array.
There are a variety of ways that a solar array can be constrainedto operate at its maximum power point. Three methods are descriied below.
21. This principle is based on the ahnost constant ( 22. A product of output currentand voltage is generatedcontinuously as the solar amayis loaded and fed to a peak detector. The loading is reversed when a peak is detected so the system oscillates around the maximum power point
3) The ac and dc impedances of a solar arrayare equal atthe maximum power point.,A ripple currentis injected into the arrayon top of the dc outputand both dV/dI and V/I are measured. The load is then changed to keep the two equal.
Specific Systems
In this section a specific PMAD system and an innovativeregulatorsystem will be described.
Sunblazer Satellite System
The paper on the Sunblazer PMAD system was published in 1968 [10] , and the reason it might be of.interest in the nanosatelliteproject is its simplicity, meaning low psrt counG and its size, under 40 lbs (18 Kg). This system was designed to be sent to the opposite si& of the sun where radio signals at two lkquencies were broadcast through the sun's corona back to earth. The difference in time of flight for the IWOsignals was used to obtain information on the electron density of the sun's cororm This satellite contained a clever method for keeping the solar amayspointing at the sun. A th@ aluminizd mylar "sail" was rolled out to take advantage of the light pressureof photon reflection. The other feature of this satellite system of interestis the relationbetween the solar array capacity (10-20 watts) and the power required duringsignal tmnsmission (1600 watts). The bus voltage was 35 volts. This works out to a charging currentof about 0.5 amp for the solar array and 46 amps for the intermittentTransmissionsystem during operation. Given the big difference between the charging currentand the operating curreng a sizable energy storage system was required. It consisted of series-psrallel connected Ni-Cd cells with parallel connected capacitors. The Sunblazeroperated in an orbit with an aphelion of 1 AU (read sun distance) and a perihelion of 0.635 AU, which caused a fmor of 2.5 diHerence in arrayshort circuit current The temperatureat perihelion was about 100 C higher than at aphelioxqwhich caused a fiwtor of two difkrence in open circuit voltage. This wide range in operating parametersmakes it impossible to operate at maximum power at orbital extremes, so the peskpower tmcker was set to the maximum power point at aphelio~the lowest photon flux point and lowest power generationpoint. To summarize, this satelliterequires several of the same requirementsas our nanosatellite concepfi low part cmm~roughly the same PV arraypower outpm intermittent transruissio~energy storage systeq and peak power tracking. The nanosat project has the specific advantageof a nearly constant sun distance in low earthorbit producing a nearly constantphoton flux.
The peak power trackeris shown in Figure 26 . This is a basic switched mode, boost type converter (see appendix) which tracks the maximum power point. The technique is based on changing the load seen by the arrayso as to cause the arrayvoltage to oscillate by an amoun~AV, and the currentto oscillate by an amaIunL AI. Thus, the operating point is constrained to move between points a and~in Fig. 26 , and the point IW,VU is between them. In the Figure Vi is any element thatmeasures the difkenee between the array voltage and its (peak) value at V@ and Ii is any element tit measuresthe dif&rence between the arraycurrentand its (peak) value at Iv From Fig. 26 , we define
then experimentally, Ii =l-IP (3) and Vi= V-V. .
Then the switch conditions are when I reaches Q, or Ii reaches -u the switch is closed. This introduces a lower impedance for the arraylo@ which causes the currentto increase and the voltage to decrease. When the voltage V reaches VP, or Vi reaches -AV, the switch opens, startingthe cycle over agaim. For the original system this process was repeated at about 50~and the values of AV and AI were chosen to be about 10°/0 of the respective values atthe maximum power point. For a more modem system voltage comparators might be used for Vi and Ii .
L Figure 26. Sunblazer SatellitePeak Power Tracker
The time taken for the system to complete one cycle, a+~+cx will depend on the values chosen for AI and AV. It also depends, for a given coil inductance, on the orbital parameters. For the Sunbkizerorbit something like 2.5 times more currentwill be generated at perihelion than at aphelion so when~: and $ are set at aphelion (lowflux), the value of AI will be different at perihelion (high flux). Then the frequency will be a function of orbitalposition. For the nanosat in low earth orbig the photon flux will be approximately constant so we would expect smaller fluctuations in frequency and thus avoid all the complicated analysis in [10] . The frequency, givenbyEq. (11) of [10] , is
where V. is a voltage between a and (3(not necessarily V~P) thatthe system operates aroun~E is the batteryvoltage, L the coil inductance, and AI is defined by Eq. (l). Therefore, we are free to pick a frequency thatwill minimize losses and solve Eq. (5) for the optimum coil inductance. The point is thatthe orbital parametersfor nanosat present us with a much easierproblem than faced by the designers of Sunblazer.
Finally, an even simpler circuit is offered in which the elements Vi, Ii and the flip-flop are replaced by all passive components, resistors, a diode and capacitors. While this system has not been analyzed in detail here, ifit would work it is an attractivealternative because it would be more resistantto degradation by the radiation environment. The switch itself could be a field effect transistorwhich while still a semiconductor componen~has far higher radiationtolerance than a bipolar transistor(the original switch).
Series Connected Boost Unit.
Button [3] has developed a photovoltaic amiy regulator module with a small part count using a Series Connected Boost Unit (SCBU), invented and patented by Beach and Brnsh [11] . The sequence of circuits leading to the SCBU"are shown in Fig. 27 . The efficiency of the SCBU can be quite.high because it does not process all of the power. Efficiencies of 94% to 98% have been mleasuredin the lab, and these high efficiencies can be obtained with moderately efficient dcdc converters, 75°/o-850/0.This will allow use of relatively inexpensive, off the shelf components. Following [3] we can analyze the efficiency of the SCBU. The SCBU efficiency is given by, where Vwt can be Writteu Vwt= v~+v~,
$'b
and
where b is the de-de converter input current. The input currentcan be obtained from the outputpower, and I& = P*. = P~efi. = (V~t~ti) / (e& Vb).
If we substituteEq. (10) into Eq. (8) and simpli@, we get
If we now substitueEq. (7) and Eq. (1 1) into Eq. (6) for the SCBU efficiency, we g%
The SCBU efficiency is only modestly affected by the efficiency of the de-de converter. The key is the amount by which Vti exceeds Vh. The largerthis amount is, the more Eq. (12) is dominated by the V~4e& term. If we try to make V-t too higlL the efficiency of the SCBU degrades, which means a larger fraction of the total power is being processed by the SCBU. For example, using Vio = 20 Vdc, Vkt = 8 Vdc, snd e = .85, we get 95.2%. IfV~t= 15 Vdc and everything else is the same, the efficiency drops to 93% -still not too bad. This is an interestingconcept because its use would allow a smaller solar array,Vrn. It might be advantageous to scale down the solar srray required and pti this kind of dcdc converter in the satellite. It is a low part count way of boosting the solar arrayvoltage.
Conclusions
We have presented here a summaryinvestigation of modern satellitepower systems engineering. It is concluded thatmosg if not u present satellitepower systems are probably too large for our nanosatproject. For example, the small spacecraft photovoltaic regulatorkit of reference 12, measures 6.5" x 9.35" x 3.2", about 195 in3. The volume of an 8-inch diameterhexagon (7 in :Elat to flat) and 7 inches in length is about 300 in3. Thus, this regulatorwould occupy 2/3 the volume of the nanosatellite. Clearly another approach is required.
We have presented the details of a low part count system (Sunblazer) which had some of the same requirementsas those of the nanosat and more difficult orbital parametem. This system was implemented with three semiconductor components and an inductor. The author also presents a system using only resistors, capacitom, an inductor and a diode. Except for the diode, this is an all-passive component system which would have superior radiation hardness.
It seems clear that if Sandiaintendsto play a major role in this new satellite initiative,we need to recognize thatit is the total system thatneeds to be optimized, This system consists of the satellite electronic systems, the PV panels, the peak power tracker, and whatever bus voltage regulatomwe decide are reqyired. There maybe trade-offs that will produce the optimum system. For example, use of a miniaturepeak power tracker along with a boost regulatormay still not produce a bus voltage high enough to operate some of the desired loads. If we cannot use lower voltage electronic systems, we either have to design a huger PV system (more cells in series), or miniaturize a de-de converter for specific loads thatrequirevoltage in excess of the bus voltage. The centralpoint is that the problem is more complicated thanjust dekmnining the size of the arrayrequired to operate the electronic loads from short circuit currentand open circuit voltage calculations. As we have triedto show in the repo~the size of the system can change drastically with modest changes in system currentand voltage. If we do not approach the problem from a total system point of view, the PV system required to operate the satellite electronic systems and the power conditioning systems could be so large as to be simply impractical. It is suggested thattie development effort include assembly of modular solar panels of commercially available GaAs space qualified solar cells, and investigation of system optimhntion.
Appemdix
Switch Mode IRegulators
The following discussion of switch mode regulators closely follows that given by MitchellAl. Switch mode regulators convert unregulatedsource power to regulatedload power using power switching devices. Switch mode regulatorsare chosen over bear regulatorsbecause they are more eflkient. There is eithercurrentor voltage but not together, so idedly there are no losses. 
where V2must be smaller thanV1. For practical regulatorsi3 >0, so the constrainton V2is thatV2 < vl -VT where VT is fie minimum voltage requiredto keep the linear regulatorin its active region. This minimum voltage can be substantial. Switching techniques can be used to overcome the limitations on efficiency and the constraintthatvz be less the V1.
The simplest voltage converteris just a source, a switclq and a loa~as shown m Fig. (A2) . If we have a load Rthat requiresan averagevoltage Vz aud a dc voltage source VI > Vz, we could just turnthe switch on and off in such away thatv2(ave) = Vz. Ifwe switch S1 at a frequency Q, then the on-time duty factor is just the ratio of h to lfiD =~/(lfis) =tonf. = Vfil .
Note that one can get Vz arbitrarilyclose to V1 by increasing eitherh or Q. However, as Mitchell points OM most switch mode converters are fixed fiequenw and the outputvoltage is regulatedby varying k an~consequently,~. If the fieqyency is hig& a voltmeter placed across the load would read Vz. Unfortunately,this isn't good enough for electronic loads, so the output must be filtered. The first step in filtering is to put a capacitor across the loa~but switching a voltage source directly into a capacitor will call for too muh current(infinite). So an inductor is placed in serieswith the load as a non-dissipative means of limiting the source current. However, the inductor currentcannot be instantaneousinterruptedbecause the back emf (Ldi/dt) will be infinite. 'Ikrefore,opening a switch to intemuptthe inductor currentsupply must be accompanied by closing anotherswitch to provide a continuous path for the inductor current. 3%w the simplest practicalvoltage converter is aparalld combination of the load resistor and a filter capacitor connected to the voltage source by two switches and an inductor. The number of possible combinations of switch and inductor positions relativeto the load and capacitor is thee, given by l@ure A3. In practice, switches S1 and S2 are combinations of transistorsand diodes. For the buck converter in(a), S1 is a bipolar transistorand S2 is a diode with the anode connected to the low side of the inputvoltage. For the boost converter of (b), S1 is the transistor and S2 the diode with the anode connected to both the transistorcollector and the inductor. For the buck-boost converter S1 is a transistorand S2 is the diode with the anode connected to the load.
Circuit analysis leads to the following table of expressions for V2 in terms of the duty factor D and the inputvoltage, VI. Thus, the load voltage, Vz, can be less thm VI or graer th~V1 depending on the arrangementof the two switches and the inductor. In Fig. 26 , the Sunblazer systaq the array outputis fed to the peak power tracking circuit whose outputis the inputto the boost converter, consisting of the switc~the diode, and inductor. The arrangementis as in Fig.  A3 (b) below. 
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